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Introduction

We use epistemic uncertainty to detect out-of-training-distribution sentences in Neural Machine
Translation. For this, we develop a measure of uncertainty designed specifically for long sequences
of discrete random variables, corresponding to the words in the output sentence. This measure is able
to convey epistemic uncertainty akin to the Mutual Information (MI), which is used in the case of
single discrete random variables such as in classification.
Our new measure of uncertainty solves a major intractability in the naive application of existing
approaches on long sentences. We train a Transformer model with dropout on the task of GermanEnglish translation using WMT 13 and Europarl, and show that using dropout uncertainty our measure
is able to identify when Dutch source sentences, sentences which use the same word types as German,
are given to the model instead of German.
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Related Work

A significant amount of attention has been given to the calibration and uncertainty of neural networks
in the context of vision tasks, whereas natural language tasks have been left comparatively neglected.
In this work, we explore the calibration properties of Transformers (Vaswani et al., 2017) – a popular
architecture for natural language tasks – and identify a major failure model of Transformer calibration.
There have been some attempts at investigating calibration and uncertainty in neural machine translation (NMT) models. In particular, Kumar & Sarawagi (2019) have investigated the calibration in
various NMT models at the token level. Kumar & Sarawagi (2019) found that most models are indeed
ill-calibrated at the token level, leading to the resulting probability distribution over the vocabulary
used during decoding is not a good reference for model uncertainty. To correct for this, Kumar &
Sarawagi designed a parametric model based on input coverage, attention uncertainty and token
probability for recalibration. Another study of uncertainty in NMT models comes from Ott et al.
(2018); they found that the model has a highly uncertain output distribution in the way that probability
mass at the sequence level spread widely over the hypothesis space.
The existing work in this area seems to miss one of the key values a well-calibrated model provides:
out-of-distribution detection. Our work explores this direction and offers a new uncertainty estimation
technique that empirically out-performs existing methods by a significant margin.
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Methods

Principally, we care about measuring the variance of a model’s outputs around some input point.
In the context of a simple classifier model, the solution is often found by measuring the mutual
information between the predicted discrete distribution and model parameters, evaluating the output’s
entropy, or simply computing the variance of model outputs (Gal, 2016). In the domain of language,
however, there are many semantically equivalent alternatives to the same prediction, and it is a
difficult matter to measure the disagreement between the predicted discrete sequences. Much worse,
when attempting to naively use MI or entropy with long sequences or large sets of discrete random
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variables, we quickly discover that even approximate integration over the product space becomes
prohibitive (Kirsch et al., 2019).
In order to capture epistemic uncertainty in the task of NMT, we investigate several measures of
uncertainty appropriate for long sequences of discrete variables:
1. Beam Score: we assign a confidence to output y generated (using beam search) from input
x using the score assigned to y’s beam (Wu et al., 2016).
BS = log(p(y|x)) / length_penalty(y; 0.6)
α

5 + |y|
length_penalty(y; α) =
5+1

(1)

2. Sequence Probability: we assign a confidence to output y generated from input x by taking
the log predictive probability under the weight distribution.
SP = log(Eθ∼q(θ) pθ (y|x)) / length_penalty(y; 0.6)

(2)

3. BLEU Variance: we assign uncertainty at an input x by producing pairs of outputs from
the model and measuring the squared complement of the BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002) to
judge disagreement between model outputs on input x.
2

BLEUVar = Eθ∼q(θ) Ey,y0 ∼pθ (y|x) (1 − BLEU(y, y 0 ))

(3)

For the beam score we use the deterministic model found by gradient descent and simply take the
probabilities from under its predictive distribution. For sequence probability and BLEU variance we
use MC Dropout (Gal, 2016) and take a number of samples (N ) to estimate the expectations1 :
SP ≈ log

N
X


pθi (y|x) / length_penalty(y; 0.6)

i=1

For the BLEUVar approximation, we opt for decoding outputs using beam search applied to different
model samples and measuring the complement BLEU between pairs of these examples.
BLEUVar ≈

N X
N
X

1 − BLEU(decodeθi (x), decodeθj (x))
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3.1

Evaluating uncertainty in sequence models

A number of uncertainty evaluation metrics have been proposed for standard classifier networks such
as the popular ECE and MSE metrics (Guo et al., 2017); however, for sequence modelling these
classification-specific metrics are not applicable. Instead we opt for the performance versus retention
curve method for evaluating our uncertainty measures following Filos et al. (2019).
The performance-retention curve indicates how well an uncertainty measure would perform if the k%
least certain outputs were deleted from the test dataset. The x-axis ranges along the fraction of data
retained, while the y-axis measures some performance metric of the model on the retained data.
A performance-retention curve of a well-calibrated uncertainty measure will see a clear and sustained
improvement in performance as low-confidence predictions are excluded from the test set; while a
poorly-calibrated model will yield a curve that either lacks a trend or oscillates unstably.
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Detecting out-of-training-distribution sentences in NMT

We trained a Transformer model on WMT 13 and Europarl DE (German) to EN (English) sentence
pairs (obtaining BLEU 33 on the WMT 14 test set). We then evaluated the model on out-of-trainingdistribution input sentences in NL (Dutch), which shares a large overlapping vocabulary with German
1

The approximations below should have constant scaling factors, but these don’t impact our evaluation metric
(performance-retention curves) so we leave them out for simplicity.
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(hence input sentences look plausible to non-native speakers). One would hope that such data falling
outside of the training distribution would produce model predictions with high uncertainty.
Evaluating the different measures of uncertainty, we find empirically (see Figures 1 and 2) that the
deterministic Transformer baseline tends to place remarkably high confidence on its outputs for a
previously unseen language (while performing very poorly in terms of BLEU). We find that taking
multiple samples of the model and evaluating the averaged probabilities – that is, using equation 2 –
results in markedly improved calibration. And even more drastic improvement is found by using our
proposed BLEUVar uncertainty estimation technique (equation 3); BLEUVar produces a substantial
improvement in the separation between in-distribution and out-of-distribution sentences (Fig. 2d).

(a) DE to EN (size 3k)

(b) NL to EN (size 3k)

Figure 1: Uncertainty measure comparisons using the in-distribution DE-EN test set (left) and
out-of-distribution NL-EN test set (right). The Transformer model was trained for DE to EN
tasks with the full EN-DE training set (size 4.6m) using 250k steps. We denote the results
from methods beam score, sequence probability and BLEU Variance as BS, SP and BLEUVar
correspondingly. If a suffix is added such as BLEUVar-10, then the suffix 10 represents the
number of results sampled during MC dropout. Note the poor performance of the model on the
out-of-distribution sentences.

(a) Uncertainty measure comparisons on a
mixed test set (DE+NL).

(b) BS histogram on a mixed test set (Left
corresponds to higher uncertainty)

(c) SP-10 histogram on a mixed test set (Left
corresponds to higher uncertainty)

(d) BLEUVar-10 histogram on a mixed test
set (Right corresponds to higher uncertainty)

Figure 2: Comparison and histograms for different uncertainty measures on a combined DE+NL
test set (6k size). Histograms show uncertainty value for DE-EN (blue) and NL-EN (red). Note
how BLEUVar-10 is able to clearly separate the in-distribution (blue) from out-of-distribution
(red).
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